“THEIR NAME LIVETH FOR EVERMORE”

ANZAC DAY PARADE BRISBANE
PROTOCOLS
MARCH PROTOCOLS


The wearing of fraudulent medals and awards or displaying
decorations not authorised by the Australian Government is
NOT permitted
Section 80B(1),(4) of the Defence Act 1903 makes it an
offence for a person to wear a service decoration that they are
not entitled to wear, or to falsely represent themselves as a
person on whom a service decoration was conferred.

Veterans should wear full size medals


WWII Veterans able to march the full distance of the Parade are
welcome to march behind the WWII Banner in Group 1
accompanied by a carer or person of discretionary age and a
wheelchair.



Those disbanded Units, Ships or Squadrons wishing to parade
their Banner in the Parade may only do so when they have
gained approval from the ANZAC Day Parade Brisbane (ADPB)
Committee.



Livestock, except Service Dogs, MUST have approval from the
ADPB certified Livestock Marshal to enter any area of the
ANZAC Day Parade – there is NO other exception (WHS
requirement).



Pictures of deceased Veterans are NOT permitted to be shown
or carried on Parade.



Children being pushed in prams or carried in slings are a
potential WHS risk and we request that parents refrain from
including them in the Parade.



Descendants wishing to march may do so behind the banner
“Descendants of Veterans All Conflicts” (seek further detail from
Information Tents).

DRESS PROTOCOLS


Association Leaders on Parade are responsible for the
appearance and conduct of those marching within their
associations. March Protocols as set down by the ADPB must
be respected. Copies of these Protocols will made available at
the event and are accessible online by visiting;
www.rslsouthqueensland.org



Closed in footwear is a requirement on parade. Those marchers
who do not comply with this requirement do so at their own risk.

VEHICLE PROTOCOLS


Where Associations have veterans participating utilising the
jeep/buggy service offered will follow the Association. Leaders
on the day must have the capability to march at the head of
their Association and offer the salute at King George and Anzac
Squares.



Vehicle drivers will not stop on Adelaide Street for nonemergency reasons; media, saluting the Dais etc.

SECURITY PROTOCOL


Should any participant become aware of a potential risk
situation arising within the vicinity of the Parade route please
engage with the closest QPS/SES officer and follow their
instructions.

These protocols are designed to respect the dignity of the occasion
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